DICENTIS Flush range
Modular, IP-based conferencing
with cost-effective installation convenience

The DICENTIS family of conference devices extends its

sleek form factor and the black finish of the modules

portfolio with the DICENTIS Flush range – a modular

will complement any interior. DICENTIS Flush range

system of conferencing devices offering installation

allows easy, cost-effective system scalability as

convenience in a distinctive, stylish design that fits any

future functionalities can be added as needed. Easy

meeting type. Whether installed in governmental, non-

integration options and an enhanced user experience

governmental or intergovernmental organizations, or

will make the DICENTIS Flush range your next go-to

in commercial building and financial institutions, the

solution whenever table space and budget are key.

DICENTIS Flush range
Easy, cost-effective installation
▶ DICENTIS Flush empowers the specifier/installer to tailor the system to the required meeting type.
▶ The modular design allows future additions of functionalities as needed.
▶ OMNEO media networking architecture allows using existing

IP infrastructures and PoE.
▶ All modules have a convenient click-to-fit mechanism for easy ﬂush-mounting

into metal or wood surfaces such as tabletops or seat armrests.
▶ The new flush range (with the exception of the loudspeaker panel)

shares the same installation footprint as Bosch DCN Flush devices,
allowing easy replacement without major rework.
▶ In combination with a base device in dual-seat setup,

DICENTIS Flush supports up to four delegate positions when
two microphones are shared, saving space and reducing cost.

Enhanced user experience
Designed for an intuitive user experience and a more
natural discussion atmosphere – the DICENTIS Flush
range offers best-in-class audio quality and speech
Easy integration

intelligibility. The loudspeaker module features the

DICENTIS Flush can be seamlessly combined with

same high-quality speaker as the award-winning

other DICENTIS tabletop devices, or with the DICENTIS

DICENTIS tabletop devices and also shares the

interpreter desk as a fully ISO-compliant interpretation

feature that the loudspeaker and microphone can

solution. Once connected, it immediately adopts the

be active at the same time. To even enhance the

DICENTIS settings – no need to restart the system.

audio quality further the shock-mount design of the

The unique DICENTIS server-based system architecture

microphone connection panel minimizes ambient

makes integration with third-party applications and

noise and tabletop vibrations.

future cloud-based services easy, and offers a remote

For convenience short- and long-stem microphone

desktop application for maintenance purposes.

options are available with screw lock connections.
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Why choose the IP-based
DICENTIS Conference System

highest
performance

future-proof

secure

ﬂexible

cost-effective

